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Background and Aim: Frailty is an independent predictor of mortality and adverse events

(AEs) in patients undergoing surgery. This study aimed to quantify the ability of Modified

Frailty Index (mFI) to predict AEs in older patients undergoing elective posterior thoraco-

lumbar fusion surgery.

Methods: We retrospectively reviewed the results of 426 patients with the following

diagnoses and follow-up evaluations of at least 12 months duration: lumbar disc herniation,

125; degenerative spondylolisthesis, 81; lumbar spinal canal stenosis, 187; and adult spinal

deformities, 33. The cases were divided into two groups. The long spinal fusion (LSF) group

was defined as ≥3 spinal levels with segmental pedicle-screw fixation. Short spinal fusion

(SSF) were defined with at most two levels. The mFI used in the present study is an 11-

variable assessment. The association of frailty with AEs was determined after adjusting for

known and suspected confounders.

Results: Frailty was presented in 66 patients (15.5%) within the total population (LSF,

21.9% and SSF, 11.8%). Rates of AEs assessed in the study increased stepwise with an

increase in the mFI for the two groups. The severity of frailty was an independent predictor

of any, major, and minor complications in the LSF group and any, minor complication in the

SSF group (P<0.05). A comparison of post-operative clinical outcomes showed that the ODI

and SF-36 scores deteriorated as the mFI increased.

Conclusion: Frailty was shown to be an independent predictor of AEs in older patients under-

going elective posterior thoracolumbar fusion surgery, especially for patients undergoing LSF.

Keywords: frailty, degenerative spine disease, spinal surgery, elderly, clinical evaluation,

complications, risk stratification

Introduction
In China, the world’s most populous nation, the proportion of the population ≥65

years of age is projected to triple from 9.6% in 2015 to 27.6% in 2050, and the old-

age dependency ratio is anticipated to increase from 0.13 to 0.47 during the same

period.1 An increasing number of older patients will undergo surgical treatment for

degenerative spine disease (DSD), which is likely because of the advancements in

surgical technique, improved anesthesia, patient expectations, and increasing long-

evity. Despite the advances in surgical and anesthetic techniques, peri-operative

complications, and mortality in geriatric patients are relatively higher, which impact

costs, bad outcomes, and long-term survival.2–4 Thus, preventing mortality and

outcomes after surgical procedures is imperative for surgeons.
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A previously reported tool, the American Society of

Anesthesiologists (ASA) Physical Status Classification

System, is a useful measure of co-morbidity to predict

complications in a younger adult cohort.5–7 Nevertheless,

the ASA patient classification is quite subjective and

a significant level of disagreement exists, even between

qualified specialists.8 The ASA patient classification is

limited in its capability to precisely stratify patient risk

with mild co-morbidities.9,10 The validity of the ASA

system, its usefulness, and the need for a new, more pre-

cise scoring system is discussed.

In recent years there has been an increased use of the

concept of frailty as a predictor of patients’ operative risk.

Frailty represents a state of weakened reserve against even

minor stressors and may not correlate with chronologic

age.11,12 The Canadian Study of Health and Aging Frailty

Index (CSHA-FI) is a comprehensive, 70-item list that

assesses deficits with respect to physical, cognitive, func-

tional, and social domains to determine frailty.13 This list

has been simplified into the Modified Frailty Index (mFI),

which is based on 11 co-morbidities and functional status

obtained from the patient’s chart to stratify risk and predict

adverse events in multiple surgical specialties.9,10,14–24

Frailty has long been recognized as a clinical syndrome

that may serve as a tool to predict mortality and adverse

events (AEs). Indeed, the effect of frailty on elective thor-

acolumbar surgery outcomes is still under discussion. In

contrast to other surgical groups, the mFI did not predict

acute care complications in a select population of older

patients undergoing simple lumbar surgery for DSD.25

Therefore, invasive surgery may be a confounding factor

for the mFI on outcomes of surgeries. Moreover, Yagi et al26

demonstrated that treatment for frailty did not improve the

risk of complications in surgery for DSD. Therefore, it is

imperative to confirm the utility of the mFI in predicting AEs

and mortality after surgery for DSD. The present study was

conducted to investigate the relationships between mFI and

mortality and AEs in long and short spinal fusion groups.

Patients and Methods
Patient Population
We retrospectively reviewed data for consecutive subjects

with DSD who underwent elective posterior thoracolum-

bar fusion surgery (T9–S1) between 1 January 2016 and

31 August 2018 and completed 12 months of follow-up

evaluations. The cases were divided into two groups. The

long spinal fusion (LSF) group was defined as greater than

two fused spinal levels with segmental pedicle-screw fixa-

tion from the upper to lower instrumented vertebrae.

Patients undergoing short spinal fusion (SSF) were defined

with at most two levels. We evaluated 426 subjects with

the following diagnoses: lumbar disc herniation (LDH),

125; degenerative spondylolisthesis (DS), 81; lumbar

spinal canal stenosis (LSCS), 187; and adult spinal defor-

mities (ASD), 33. All patients were enrolled prospectively

and analyzed retrospectively. The present study was

approved by our Institution Review Board.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
We included patients >65 years of age because frailty is

more prevalent in this age group. We included patients

with DSD, including LDH, DS, LSCS, and ASD. The

exclusion criteria included missing pre-operative data,

emergencies, open wounds, current sepsis, pneumonia,

cardiopulmonary resuscitation before surgery, prior sur-

gery within 30 days, non-elective trauma, or neoplasm of

the spine. We also excluded patients with significant defor-

mities that required an osteotomy, revision surgery, and

a previous anterior approach to the spine.

Data Collection and Clinical Evaluation
We collected the following demographic data for each

patient: age; gender; body mass index (BMI); and co-

morbidities. The mFI and ASA were determined from

baseline demographics. We also recorded the following

surgical data: pre-operative diagnosis; number of posterior

fused vertebrae; complications; and surgical history. The

Short Form (SF)-36 and Oswestry Disability Index (ODI)

were completed for all subjects at baseline and 12 months

after surgery.

Modified Frailty Index
The mFI we used in the study is an 11-variable assessment

described by Saxton and Velanovich,27 mapping 16

(National Surgical Quality Improvement Program, NSQIP)

variables to 11 variables in the CHSA-FI. A prior study has

validated the determination of frailty using as few as 10

variables.28 An mFI score was calculated for each subject

by dividing the number of variables by the total number of

deficits present (n/11), thus providing an index with a range

of 0–1. The 11 variables were diabetes mellitus, functional

status (independent or not independent), chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease or pneumonia, congestive heart failure,

myocardial infarction, percutaneous coronary intervention

and/or stenting or angina, hypertension requiring
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medication, peripheral vascular disease or ischemic rest

pain, impaired sensorium, transient ischemic attack or cere-

brovascular accident (CVA), and CVAwith deficits.

We categorized patients as not frail (mFI = 0), pre-frail

(mFI<0.21), or frail (mFI≥0.21) based on previous data

defining frailty as an index >0.21.29

Post-Operative AEs
Our primary outcomes of interest included any complica-

tion, major and minor complications, and mortality. Any

complication was defined as intra-operative complications

(eg, dural tear, instrumentation failure, and positioning-

related complications), post-operative complications (eg,

pneumonia, sepsis, deep vein thrombosis, pulmonary embo-

lism, surgical site infections, central nervous system com-

plication, sepsis/septic shock, cardiac arrest, acute renal

failure, and urinary tract infections), 30-day re-operation,

and re-admission or mortality that occurred within 12

months from surgery. Major complications were defined as

conditions that were life threatening or that could adversely

affect the treatment outcome. Complications noted in the

medical records but that did not compromise outcomes were

considered minor complications.30

Secondary outcomes included adverse discharge and

length of stay (LOS). Adverse discharge was defined as

discharge of a patient to a facility other than home, such as

a skilled nursing or rehabilitation facility.

This study retrospectively extracted the patient’s data

without any intervention measures and we guaranteed the

confidentiality of patient’s data. Hence patient consent was

waived. The procedure performed in the study involving

human participants was in accordance with the ethical stan-

dards of the Institutional and/or National Research

Committee at which the study was conducted (the Ethics

Committee of Beijing Xuanwu Hospital of Capital Medical

University) and with the 1964 Helsinki Declaration and its

later amendments or comparable ethical standards.

Statistical Analysis
Data are described as means and standard deviations for

continuous variables, and the frequencies and percen-

tages for categorical variables. Changes between base-

line and post-operative values were analyzed by a paired

t-test. Multivariate logistic regression analyses were per-

formed to further determine the independent association

of frailty index with post-operative AEs, adjusting for

possible confounding variables. Odds ratios were calcu-

lated with 95% confidence intervals. A p value <0.05

was considered statistically significant. All statistical

analyses were performed using SPSS software (version

24; IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).

Results
Overall, there were 155 LSF and 271 SSF patients who

met the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the current

study. For the LSF group, the average age was 73.3

years and 73.5% were female, whereas the average age

was 72.4 years and 62.4% were female among those in the

SSF group. Greater than 35.5% of LSF patients were

assigned ASA class ≥2, whereas only 25.5% of SSF

patients were ASA class ≥2. The patient characteristics

are outlined in Table 1.

Frailty Index Distribution
Frailty was present in 66 patients (15.5%) within the total

population (21.9% of the LSF group and 11.8% of the SSF

group). Patients who underwent LSF had a mean (SD,

range) mFI of 0.15 (0.09, 0–0.36) and those who under-

went SSF had a mean (SD, range) mFI of 0.13 (0.19,

0–0.36). The distributions of mFI scores for both groups

are provided in Figure 1A and B.

Table 1 Demographics of Patients with Degenerative Spine

Disease Undergoing LSF and SSF

LSF SSF

N 155 271

Average age, yrs 73.3 72.4

Gender, %

Female 73.5 62.4

Male 26.5 37.6

BMI, %

Nonobese (BMI 18.5–29.9) 76.8 86.7

<18.5 7.7 1.8

Obese (BMI ≥ 30) 15.5 11.5

ASA class, %

1-No disturb 11.6 23.6

2-Mild disturb 52.9 50.9

3-Severe disturb 32.9 24.0

4-Life threat 2.6 1.5

5-Moribund 0.0 0.0

Surgical level 4.1 1.7

Abbreviations: LSF, long spinal fusion; ASA, American Society of Anesthesiologists;

BMI, body mass index; SSF, short spinal fusion.
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MFI as a Predictor of Post-Operative AEs
Rates of post-operative AEs assessed in the current study

increased stepwise with an increase in the mFI for the LSF

and SSF groups. As the mFI increased from 0 to 0.36, any

complication, major complications, minor complications,

and adverse discharge rates increased from 6.7% to 100%,

6.7% to 100%, 6.7% to 50%, and 6.7% to 50% for the LSF

cohort, respectively. The same trend toward complications

was also observed in the SSF group, as shown in Figure

2A and B. The LOS increased from 16.9 days (±5.5 days)

to 29.0 days (±14.1 days) in the LSF group and from 13.4

days (±3.4 days) to 19.7 days (±3.8 days) in the SSF group

for mFI scores between 0 and 0.36 (Figure 3).

Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis
Multivariable logistic regressionmodels were used to compare

the relative strength of association between mFI with AEs,

such as any complications, major complications, minor com-

plications, and adverse discharge (Table 2). For the LSF group,

the only risk factor for any complications and adverse

discharge was mFI (OR=12.384, CI=4.284–35.798, P<0.001;

andOR=3.442, CI=1.119–10.588, P=0.031, respectively). The

risk factors for perioperative major complications were BMI

(OR=2.624, CI=1.464–4.705, P=0.001) and mFI (OR=5.680,

CI=2.078–15.525, P=0.001). The risk factors for perioperative

minor complications were age (OR=0.889, CI=0.810–0.974,

P=0.012) and mFI (OR=6.430, CI=2.133–19.389, P=0.001).

Based onmultivariable regression analysis, the only risk factor

for any complications was mFI (OR=3.901, CI=1.792–8.489,

P=0.001) in SSF. Age (OR=1.067, CI=1.003–1.135, P=0.041)

andmFI (OR=2.381,CI=1.066–5.319, P=0.034)were also risk

factors of minor complications in SSF. The only risk factor for

adverse discharge was ASA (OR=3.643, CI=1.240–10.702,

P=0.019). No risk factors for major complications were identi-

fied in SSF.

Clinical Outcomes According to mFI

Severity
Comparisons of post-operative clinical outcomes showed

that both the ODI and SF-36 scores deteriorated in the LSF

Figure 1 (A) mFI distribution in patients undergoing long spinal fusion. Mean (SD) = 0.15 (0.09). (B) mFI distribution in patients undergoing short spinal fusion. Mean (SD) =

0.13 (0.19). LSF, long spinal fusion; SSF, short spinal fusion.

Figure 2 Percentage of post-operative adverse outcomes following elective posterior thoracolumbar fusion surgery. (A) The rates of complications in the LSF group

increased as the mFI increased. (B) The rates of complications increased as the mFI increased in the SSF cohort.
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and SSF groups with an increase in the mFI (LSF not frail:

ODI 0.152±0.115, SF-36 0.821±0.107; LSF prefrail: ODI

0.175±0.114, SF-36 0.728±0.135; LSF frail: ODI 0.221

±0.107, SF-36 0.593±0.121; SSF not frail: ODI 0.120

±0.094, SF-36 0.817±0.119; SSF prefrail: ODI 0.147

±0.096, SF-36 0.763±0.126; SSF frail: ODI 0.156±0.103,

SF-36 0.608±0.154). Both the ODI and SF-36 scores

improved after surgery compared with the pre-operative

scores regardless of mFI severity in the two groups, as

shown in Figure 4A–D.

Discussion
Evidence-based risk assessment tools play an important

role in pre-operative patient counseling, complementing

clinical insight to provide both patients and physicians

with a more accurate prediction of outcomes following

surgery. Frailty has been previously recognized as an

independent risk factor for post-operative AEs in older

patients undergoing surgical intervention.12

Despite the identification of frailty as a significant pre-

dictor of AEs, there is no consensus on the definition of

frailty or how to best assess and diagnose frailty. Two

major models of defining frailty are the frailty phenotype

and the deficit accumulation model, also known as the

frailty index. The frailty phenotype is a model that defines

frailty based on five phenotypes (unintentional weight loss,

grip strength, fatigue, gait speed, and low activity level).31

Although clinically reproducible, the frailty phenotype

lacks the more easily conceptual mathematical properties

with the associated ability to make clinical inferences

based on numerical calculations. The deficit accumulation

model counts the number of deficits in health across multi-

ple organ systems to obtain a single score that is represen-

tative of the overall frailty level of patients. Nevertheless,

multiple frailty indices exist. The leading frailty indices in

the spine literature are as follows: mFI; Adult Spinal

Deformity Frailty Index (ASD-FI); and the Cervical

Deformity Frailty Index (CD-FI).32–35 Although both the

frailty index model and frailty phenotype measures have

pros and cons, some have concluded that the frailty index

model remains the most versatile with wide applicability

for both research and clinical use, as it quantifies the

concept of frailty.36,37 Moskven et al38 identified mFI as

the most viable current option for assessing, quantifying,

and stratifying the severity of frailty in patients undergoing

spine surgery. In the current study we elected to use an

mFI based on the CSHA-FI. It has been reported that when

using the CSHA-FI a combination of any ten items from

the index result in a similar predictive value for the calcu-

lated frailty score.39 Pairing the original 70-item CSHA-FI

to an 11-item mFI is more practical and requires less time

to obtain the data and perform the analysis. The 11-item

mFI has also been widely used in non-spinal surgeries,

such as head and neck surgery,15 elective abdominal aortic

aneurysm repair,16 lobectomy,17 curative surgery for uro-

logic malignancy,18 primary total hip arthroplasty19 and

primary total knee arthroplasty.20

The prevalence of frailty varies as a function of the

method used to measure frailty, the study population, and

the threshold used to classify an individual as frail. Our

findings demonstrate that frailty is present in approxi-

mately 15.5% of the elective posterior thoracolumbar

Figure 3 The length of stay after elective posterior thoracolumbar fusion surgery increased as the mFI score increased.
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fusion surgery population, with a frailty threshold ≥0.21
(21.9% in the LSF group and 11.8% in the SSF group).

The incidence of frailty in our study was higher than the

study which showed that a total of 2041 patients (4%)

were frail with an 11-item mFI ≥0.21, and the prevalence

increasing to 8% in patients >65 years of age.9 In another

study, the author used the ASD-FI to calculate frailty

scores for 266 ASD patients; 51% were categorized as

not frail, 34% as frail, 15% as severely frail, and the

overall mean ASD-FI score was 0.29.40 Passias et al35

developed a simplified frailty index for cervical deformity

patients; the mean CD-FI was 0.31±0.14. The breakdown

of patients based on the CD-FI category was as follows:

not frail, 47.9%; frail, 46.3%; and severely frail, 5.8%.

A useful cut-off value regarding several complications

and mortality should be defined. We elected to use 0.21 as

the cut-off point for frailty. Prior studies involving differ-

ent surgeries have used a cut-off point of 0.27.23,41 In

actuality, the results would have been the same whether

or not we used 0.21 or 0.27 as the cut-off point because we

categorized patients as not frail (mFI = 0), pre-frail (mFI

< 0.21), or frail (mFI ≥ 0.21). In the present study only one

patient in the SSF group died within 30 days after spinal

surgery, so we could not perform a statistical analysis.

Other studies have reported that increased mFI scores are

independent predictors of 30-day mortality in the general

Table 2 Multivariate Logistic Regression to Determine the Effect

of mFI on Post-Operative Outcomes

Effect LSF

OR 95% Confidence

Limits

p value

Any complication

Age 0.964 0.893 1.042 0.354

Gender 1.198 0.436 3.294 0.726

BMI 1.777 0.981 3.218 0.058

ASA 1.612 0.735 3.537 0.233

mFI 12.384 4.284 35.798 <0.001*

Surgical level 1.205 0.947 1.534 0.129

Major complication

Age 1.025 0.948 1.109 0.536

Gender 1.997 0.699 5.711 0.197

BMI 2.624 1.464 4.705 0.001*

ASA 1.324 0.584 3.004 0.502

mFI 5.680 2.078 15.525 0.001*

Surgical level 1.117 0.852 1.463 0.423

Minor complication

Age 0.889 0.810 0.974 0.012*

Gender 0.733 0.241 2.230 0.584

BMI 0.805 0.420 1.544 0.514

ASA 2.358 0.942 5.903 0.067

mFI 6.430 2.133 19.389 0.001*

Surgical level 1.267 0.989 1.624 0.062

Adverse discharge

Age 0.983 0.898 1.076 0.710

Gender 1.436 0.456 4.527 0.536

BMI 1.529 0.814 2.875 0.187

ASA 0.988 0.389 2.504 0.979

mFI 3.442 1.119 10.588 0.031*

Surgical level 1.274 0.980 1.657 0.071

Effect SSF

OR 95% Confidence limits p value

Any complication

Age 1.058 0.999 1.121 0.053

Gender 0.898 0.426 1.893 0.777

BMI 0.953 0.551 1.647 0.862

ASA 1.380 0.796 2.393 0.251

mFI 3.901 1.792 8.489 0.001*

Surgical level 1.284 0.591 2.789 0.528

Major complication

Age 1.016 0.936 1.103 0.705

Gender 2.055 0.749 5.638 0.162

BMI 0.848 0.346 2.076 0.718

ASA 1.357 0.614 2.999 0.450

mFI 2.284 0.799 6.533 0.123

Surgical level 1.218 0.401 3.702 0.728

(Continued)

Table 2 (Continued).

Effect LSF

OR 95% Confidence

Limits

p value

Minor complication

Age 1.067 1.003 1.135 0.041*

Gender 0.684 0.298 1.571 0.371

BMI 1.026 0.578 1.819 0.930

ASA 1.597 0.881 2.896 0.123

mFI 2.381 1.066 5.319 0.034*

Surgical level 1.310 0.560 3.065 0.534

Adverse discharge

Age 0.975 0.876 1.086 0.647

Gender 0.267 0.049 1.472 0.129

BMI 0.823 0.269 2.512 0.732

ASA 3.643 1.240 10.702 0.019*

mFI 3.501 0.930 13.180 0.064

Surgical level 1.206 0.277 5.250 0.802

Note: *P<0.05.
Abbreviations: LSF, long spinal fusion; ASA, American Society of

Anesthesiologists; BMI, body mass index; SSF, short spinal fusion; mFI, Modified

Frailty Index; OR, odds ratio.
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spine surgery population,41 as well as patients undergoing

anterior cervical discectomy and fusion (ACDF),10 poster-

ior cervical fusion,10 ASD,23 and degenerative spine con-

dition procedures.9 Nevertheless, one study reported that

increased mFI scores did not correlate with increased 30-

day mortality rates for patients undergoing anterior lumbar

interbody fusion (ALIF).22

We found that increasingmFI scores correlatedwith higher

rates of complications. This correlation has also been reported

in patients undergoing general spine surgical,41 ACDF,10

PCF,10 ALIF,22 and ASD procedure.23 In one study, a mFI

≥0.36 was reported to be an independent predictor of Clavien-

Dindo IV complications;10 however, Adams et al15 found that

a mFI score >0.45 was an independent predictor of mortality

and Clavien-Dindo IV complications. In contrast to other

surgical groups, Charest-Morin et al25 concluded that based

on a relatively low sample size together with a low prevalence

of frailty (20%) that frailty (mFI) did not predict acute care

complications in a select population of elderly patients under-

going simple lumbar spine surgery for DSD. In our study even

though we demonstrated that frailty was an independent pre-

dictor of post-operative outcomes, the predictive ability was

different in the LSF and SSF groups. Based on multivariable

regression analysis, a significant association existed between

higher mFI scores with any complication, major complica-

tions, and minor complications in the LSF group, but with any

complication and minor complications in the SSF group. Of

note, LSF requires more invasive surgery, while SSF requires

less invasive surgery; the less invasive the surgery, the less

likely frailty and co-morbidities lead to surgical complications

and poor clinical outcomes. Therefore, mFI should be widely

used in more invasive surgery to predict post-operative

complications.

In the spine literature, data on the correlation between

mFI with prolonged LOS and an elevated risk of institu-

tional discharge are inconsistent. A prolonged LOS and

discharge to a new facility are both predicted by the mFI

based on unadjusted and adjusted analyses.9 Similarly, the

mean hospital stay is 2.1 times longer for severely frail

patients compared with patients who are not frail;40

Figure 4 Modified Frailty Index (mFI) score and clinical outcomes in surgically treated DSD subjects. (A) Oswestry Disability Index and (B) SF-36 scores at baseline and at

the 1-year follow-up evaluation viewed by degrees of frailty (not frail, pre-frail, or frail) based on mFI in the long spinal fusion group. (C) Oswestry Disability Index and (D)

SF-36 scores at baseline and at the 1-year follow-up evaluation, viewed by degrees of frailty (not frail, pre-frail, or frail) based on mFI in the short spinal fusion group. *P<0.05.
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however, it has been reported that high frailty scores are

not associated with a LOS > 5 days.22 In addition, others

have found that the discharge disposition and LOS did not

correlate significantly with frailty.34 In our study the rate

of adverse discharges and LOS increased from 6.67%

(16.93 days) to 50% (29 days) between mFI scores of 0

and ≥0.36 in the LSF group. A similar trend with respect

to the rate of adverse discharges and LOS was also

observed in the SSF group.

There are few previous reports describing the impact of

frailty on clinical outcomes in older patients with DSD. In

the present study comparisons of post-operative clinical

outcomes showed that both the ODI and SF-36 scores

deteriorated in the LSF and SSF groups along with an

increase in the mFI. Yagi et al24 found that postsurgical

clinical outcomes improved for degenerative spondylo-

listhesis and lumbar spinal canal stenosis, but declined

significantly for adults with spinal deformities as the mFI

deteriorated. Yagi et al24 explained the reasons as follows:

the surgery for ASD is more invasive than that for DS or

LSCS; and the factors that influence clinical outcomes

vary among adult spinal disorders. In our study, however,

both the ODI and SF-36 scores improved after surgery

compared with the pre-operative scores in the two groups,

even though the surgery for LSF was more invasive than

that for SSF. Because the follow-up time was short, further

study about mFI and quality of life in patients is needed.

There were some limitations in the present study. First,

this is a retrospective analysis of prospectively collected

data. Therefore, the risk of selection bias influencing the

results cannot be excluded. Second, we divided the patients

into LSF and SSF groups; however, the pathophysiology

between different DSDs (LDH, DS, LSCS, and ASD) may

influence the severity of frailty, then confuse the results.

Third, important variables, such as degree of neurologic

involvement, nutritional status, and degree of osteoporosis

are important covariates to consider, but were not captured

in our study. Thus, future studies should specifically explore

the effect of these variables. Another potential limitation

was that patients in the study included those who sought

treatment for the co-morbidities and those who did not, and

the status of each co-morbidity could significantly affect the

development of post-operative events. Subjects who

received treatment for any co-morbidities may yield results

more similar to those without co-morbidities, achieving

better results than those who did not seek treatment for co-

morbidities. Lastly, radiographic findings were not included

in our study, which were important considerations in pre-

vious spinal studies.

Conclusions
Despite these limitations, this study demonstrated that mFI

is a useful assessment tool that can be incorporated into

the pre-operative evaluation for patients undergoing sur-

gery for DSD, especially for patients who undergo a LSF.

The any complication rate for the patients we studied with

an mFI score >0.21 or 0.27 was 20.9%. Because the older

population is increasing along with the rate of surgery for

DSD, the impact of mFI on risk stratification and post-

operative outcomes is increasingly important. Additional

prospective studies are needed to further validate the role

of frailty in this population. An mFI exclusive to spinal

surgery will be needed to improve outcomes.
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